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Abstract
Instabilities driven by energetic particles including fishbones and Alfvén eigenmodes, together with fast particle loss
and redistribution due to resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs), have been investigated numerically with codes M3D-K,
MEGA, and GYCAVA in EAST tokamak. Firstly, hybrid simulations with the global kinetic-magnetohydrodynamic code
M3D-K have been carried out to investigate the beam-driven fishbone in EAST experiment. The results are consistent with
the experimental measurement with respect to mode frequency and mode structure. Nonlinear simulations show that the
frequency of the fishbone chirps up and down with corresponding hole-clump structures in phase space, consistent with the
Berk-Breizman theory. A high frequency beta-induced Alfvén eigenmode is excited during the nonlinear evolution.
Secondly, two kinetic-MHD codes, namely MEGA and M3D-K, have been applied to study fast ion driven toroidal Alfvén
eigenmodes (TAEs) in EAST tokamak. Parameter scans show that the frequency and growth rate of TAEs simulated by the
two codes agree with each other. The analysis of the resonant interaction between the TAE and fast ions shows that the TAE
exchanges energy with the co-current passing particles with parallel velocity equaling to 1/3 or 1/5 of the Alfvén speed on
the magnetic axis. Thirdly, the effects of RMPs on the loss and heat load of fast ions are investigated numerically by the
orbit following code GYCAVA for EAST tokamak. The loss fraction increases when the RMP coil current increases.
Without RMPs, the initial positions of lost fast ions are near the edge on the high field side. However, the initial positions of
lost fast ions are located near the edge on both the low and high field side with RMPs, and the fraction of lost fast ions
initially deposited near the low field side increases when the RMP coil current becomes larger. These results would provide
guidance for future EAST experiments.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Energetic physics is a crucial issue in burning plasmas of magnetic fusion reactors such as the international
thermonuclear experimental reactor (ITER) [1]. Energetic particle driven instabilities, such as fishbones and
various Alfvén eigenmodes, can induce energetic particle loss, degrade fast particle confinement, and even lead
to serious damage of the first wall. The fishbone, which was first discovered in the poloidal divertor experiments
(PDX) [2], is typically an n=1 internal mode with dominant poloidal mode number m=1. In tokamaks, the shear
Alfvén continuous spectrum can be broken up by toroidicity, and Toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes are discrete shear
Alfvén eigenmodes which can exist inside the toroidicity-induced continuum gaps [3,4]. The resonant magnetic
perturbations induced by external coils can break the axisymmetry in tokamaks. As a result, resonant magnetic
perturbations can lead to redistribution and even significant loss of energetic particles. In the paper, Instabilities
driven by energetic particles including fishbones and Toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes, together with fast particle
loss and redistribution due to resonant magnetic perturbations, have been investigated numerically with codes
M3D-K [5], MEGA [6], and GYCAVA [7] in EAST tokamak.
2.

SIMULATION OF FISHBONE INSTABILITY

In 2014, the fishbone instability was observed in EAST experiment with neutral beam injection (NBI) heating
for the first time [8]. In this section, hybrid simulations with the global kinetic-magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
code M3D-K have been carried out to investigate the beam-driven fishbone in EAST experiment [9].
Equilibrium profiles and parameters are chosen base on the Shot #48605 of the EAST experiment. The injection
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energy of NBI is 60 keV.
k
As beam
m particles witth energies off 30 keV and 20 keV are al
also injected, a multiple
energy coomponent slow
wing-down diistribution is uused for the fast
f ions, whicch has been fittting with the beam ion
distributiion obtained from
fr
NUBEAM
M code [10].
Linear siimulation results are preseent firstly. Thhe scanning of mode freq
quency and liinear growth rate as a
function of fast ion preessure fraction
n Phot,0/Ptotal,0 w
with fixed totaal pressure haas been perform
med. As show
w in figure
1, the iddeal internal kink
k
mode iss unstable at zero beam ion
i pressure, Phot,0/Ptotal,0 = 0. When Phot,0/Ptotal,0
increasess from 0 to 0.15,
0
the mod
de is stabilizeed due to the kinetic effeects of beam ions. Howev
ver, when
Phot,0/Ptotaal,0 > 0.2, the fishbone
f
instaability is excitted. When Phot,0/Ptotal,0 increeases further, tthe fishbone with
w mode
frequencyy around 0.033
transitss to a beta-indduced Alfvén
n eigenmode (BAE)
(
with hhigher mode frequency
~0.13
and modde number m=n=1,
m
wheree
=
/ ,
is th
he Alfvén sppeed calculateed at the
is the majorr radius. Moreeover, there ex
xits a transientt range of Phott,0/Ptotal,0 where both the
magneticc axis, and
two moddes can co-exiist in the lineear phase, corrresponding to
o the transitio
on phase from
m the fishbonee to BAE.
Accordinng to EAST experimentall measuremeents, The preessure fraction Phot,0/Ptotal,00 is around 0.25, the
corresponnding mode frequency
f
from
m the M3D-K
K simulation is
= (0.0
022 )/(2 ) = 6.99 kHz, which is
consistennt with the experiment
e
measured modee frequency
= 5~7 kHz
k
[8]. In aaddition, the simulated
fishbone mode structure agrees welll with the expperimental meaasurements, as shown in figgure 2. The sccanning of
the fishboone instabilityy as a function
n of injection eenergy and piitch angle show
ws that the fisshbone is main
nly driven
by trappeed fast ions wiith energy lesss than 30 keV
V.

FIG. 1. Mode frequenccy and linear gr
growth rate as a function of fasst ion pressure ffraction.

FIG.. 2. Mode structure of fishbonee instability. (a)) M3D-K simulation result; (b)) EAST experim
mental measurement.

The nonllinear dynamiccs of the low fishbone is annalyzed with Phot,0/Ptotal,0 = 0.3. The timee evolution off the mode
amplitudde shows thaat the fishbon
ne instabilityy first grows and then saturates from
m t 1500 , where
= /
is the Alfvén
A
time. Correspondinngly, the mo
ode frequency
y starts to cchirp up and down at
t 1200
0
with dom
minant downw
ward branch. M
Moreover, a high
h
frequency
y BAE with m
mode frequenccy around
0.166
emerges at t 3000
and persists until t 500
00 . The change of the bbeam ion distrribution df
is consisttent with the mode frequen
ncy evolutionn. In the lineaar phase, the large
l
df structture correspon
nds to the
resonant condition of the
t linear mod
de frequency. In the early nonlinear
n
phase, hole and cluump structurees emerge,
and the clump corressponds to the resonant coondition of down-chirping
d
g mode frequuency, while the hole
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corresponds to the up-chirping mode frequency. In later nonlinear phase after the emergence of the high
frequency BAE, one more resonant condition is found to agree with the BAE frequency. Finally the large df
structure becomes broader, which indicates that the flattening region of the distribution function expands inward
and outward in radial direction at the central region of the plasma. The results of hole-clump structure and
frequency chirping are consistent with the Berk-Breizman theory, which has been used to explain the TAE updown chirping near marginal instability [11,12].

FIG. 3. Time evolution of the mode amplitude and frequency of the fishbone instability.

The measured fishbone frequency in the EAST experiment chirps down, which is consistent with the simulation
results. However, the high frequency BAE was not observed in the experiment. The possible reason is that the
frequency resolution in the experiment measurement is limited. The maximum of the measured frequency from
the diagnosis is around 50 kHz as the sampling rate is 100 k. In addition, the frequency of the thermal plasma
rotation is around 13 kHz. As a result, the maximum mode frequency from experimental measurement is around
37 kHz, which is smaller than the BAE frequency 0.166
corresponding to 52.5 kHz.
Furthermore, for the transient case of beam pressure fraction Phot,0/Ptotal,0 = 0.4 where the fishbone and BAE are
simultaneously excited in the linear phase, only one mode appears to be dominant in the nonlinear phase with
frequency jumps up and down during evolution. The frequency jumping phenomena have been observed in
other tokamak experiments. In future, EAST experiment will be planned to verify the prediction of highfrequency BAE and frequency jumping.

FIG. 4. Time evolution of the mode amplitude and frequency of the mode with Phot,0/Ptotal,0 = 0.4.

3.

SIMULATION OF TOROIDAL ALFVÉN EIGENMODES

In this section, two kinetic-MHD codes, namely MEGA and M3D-K, have been applied to study toroidal Alfvén
eigenmodes (TAEs) driven by fast ions in EAST tokamak [13]. The parameters and initial profiles are based on
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the EAST discharge #38300 at 3900 ms. The equilibrium used by MEGA code is reconstructed directly from
EFIT code [14], and the equilibrium used in M3D-K code is generated from VMEC code [15] with up-down
symmetric which is reconstructed based on the EFIT equilibrium. The beam ions in both codes are described
using the anisotropic slowing down distribution with injection energy 80 keV.
In the simulation, the dominant toroidal harmonic of the simulated mode is n=-1, which indicates that the
toroidal propagation direction of the mode is the co-current direction. As a result, it is consistent with the
general rules for the propagation direction of Alfvén eigenmodes driven by fast ions in tokamak plasmas [16].
As shown in figure 5, the radial profiles of perturbed poloidal magnetic field with different poloidal harmonics
and toroidal harmonic n=-1 indicates that the m=1 and m=2 poloidal harmonics are dominant compared with
other m components, and the radial location of the dominant harmonics is localized at ψ = 0.4 with frequency
around 96 kHz，where

=

and

is the normalized poloidal magnetic flux. The n=-1 Alfvén continua

has been calculated by the MHD eigenvalue code GTAW [17], and it is shown that the mode is inside the gap
which is formed due to the coupling between m=1 and m=2 harmonics. As a result, the mode destabilized by the
beam ions in the simulation is identified as a TAE.

FIG. 5. Radial profiles of polodal harmonics of the perturbed poloidal magnetic field, and the Alfvén continua with n=-1.

As shown in figure 6, the mode structures of toroidal electric field in the poloidal plane simulated by MEGA
and M3D-K show good agreement between the two codes, and m=1 and m=2 poloidal harmonics are found to
be dominant with m=1 component larger than m=2 component, which is consistent with the results of perturbed
poloidal magnetic field in radial direction. In addition, parameter scans show good agreement between the two
codes with respect to the dependence of the TAE growth rate and the real frequency on the fast ions on-axis beta,
injection beam energy and central pitch angle parameter. As the mode frequency is almost fixed around 96 kHz,
figure 7 shows the linear growth rate as a function of the fast ions on-axis beta, injection beam energy and
central pitch angle parameter, respectively.
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FIG. 6. Mode structure of the TAE. Left: MEGA simulation result; Right: M3D-K simulation result.

FIG. 7. The TAE growth rate as a function of beam injection energy, pitch angle parameter, and beam ion central beta.

In order to understand the mechanism of the TAE driven by fast ions better, 1000 fast particles with a large
value of | | are picked out to check whether they are resonant with the TAE. As the wave-particle resonant
/ , where
is the mode frequency, n is the toroidal mode number,
condition is given by [18] =
−
l is the resonant number and should be an integer if the resonant condition is satisfied,
is the toroidal transit
frequency of the particle, and
is the poloidal transit frequency. For the 1000 chosen particles, it is found
that l is close to zero for most particles, which indicates that these particles are resonant with the TAE. As most
of the particles are passing particles, the poloidal and toroidal transit frequencies of the particles are
= ∥ /( ), and
= ∥ / , where ∥ is the particle parallel velocity, q is the safety
approximated as
factor, and R is the major radius. Moreover, the TAE frequency is
=
/(2 ) with = |(2 + 1)/(2 )|.
/(2 − 2 − 1). In the simulation, = 0 and the
As a result, the parallel velocity is obtained as ∥ =
dominant mode numbers are m=1, 2, so the particles with ∥ = − /3 or ∥ = − /5 are resonant with the
TAE.
In the above, the TAE driven by co-current passing particles has been analyzed. Moreover, the TAE destabilized
by the counter-current passing ions is also investigated. It is found that the same TAE is driven unstable but it
has much smaller growth rate compared with the co-current fast ions driven TAE. One possible reason to
explain this is that the overlapping region between the counter-current passing fast ion orbits and the TAE is
smaller than the co-current passing fast ions. Thus, the wave-particle energy exchange for the counter-current
passing beam ions is weaker.
5
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4.

RESONANT MAGNETIC PERTURBATIONS INDUCED FAST ION TRANSPORT

In this section, the effects of RMPs on the loss, heat load, and redistribution of fast ions are investigated
numerically by the orbit following code GYCAVA for EAST tokamak. The parameters and initial profiles are
based on the EAST discharge #55272, and fast ions are generated by co-tangent NBI with Rtan=1.264 m and
birth energy E0=50 keV. In addition, RMPs with toroidal mode number n=1 are calculated by MARS-F code [19]
without plasma response.

FIG. 8. NBI deposition (left:top view;middle:poloidal cross-section) and RMPs (right) on EAST.

The loss of fast ions increases when the RMP coil current increases. When the RMP coil current is sufficient
large, the fast ion loss due to magnetic islands generated by the RMPs can be much larger than the loss induced
by magnetic drift. As shown in figure 9, the loss fraction of fast ions is around 2% without RMPs. When the
RMP coil current IRMP=10 kAt, the loss fraction becomes much larger and increases to around 8%. The loss
fraction increases further larger to around 16% when IRMP=15 kAt. The loss fraction of power is similar to the
loss fraction of fast ions. In addition, The fast ion loss with different boundary conditions are compared, and it is
found that the loss fraction of fast ions with wall boundary is less than the loss fraction with the last closed flux
surface (LCFS), and the difference between these two loss fractions becomes smaller when IRMP increases.

FIG. 9. Loss fraction of fast ions as a function of the RMP coil current and time, respectively.

Figure 10 shows the initial and final positions of lost fast ions with different RMP coil currents. Without RMPs,
the initial positions of lost fast ions are near the edge on the high field side. However, the initial positions of lost
fast ions are located near the edge on both the low and high field side with RMPs, and the fraction of lost fast
ions initially deposited near the low field side increases when IRMP becomes larger. The mechanism why RMPs
induce fast ion loss is that RMPs break axisymmetry and generate drift islands of fast ions, and stochasticity due
to drift island overlapping will cause fast ions to run across the drift islands and induce fast ion loss [7]. The fast
ions are finally lost at the outer wall above the mid-plane and near the divertors.
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FIG. 100. Initial and finnal positions off lost fast ions. ((a) without RMP
Ps; (b) IRMP=5 kAt; (c) IRMP=110 kAt; (d) IRMP=15 kAt.

Figure 111 shows the heat loads distrributed in the poloidal and toroidal angells for four diff
fferent cases, it
i is found
that the ppoloidal distriibutions of thee heat loads ar
are very local and manly located near thee upper diverttor and on
the outerr wall above the
t mid-planee. Without RM
MPs, the toro
oidal distributiions of the heeat loads are relatively
uniform. With RMPs,, the heat loaad is mainly oon the outer wall above the mid-planee with maxim
mum value
e
200
0°, which is reelated to the co
ounter-clockw
wise direction of Bt for the co-current
c
around tooroidal angel equaling
NBI.

FIG. 111. Heat load forr differnt RMP coil
c currents. (a
(a) without RMP
Ps; (b) IRMP=5 kAt;
k (c) IRMP=1 0 kAt; (d) IRMP=15
= kAt.

5.

SUM
MMARY AND
D CONCLUSIONS

In concluusion, instabillities driven by
b energetic pparticles inclu
uding fishbonees and Alfvénn eigenmodess, together
with fast particle loss and redistribu
ution due to R
RMPs, have been
b
investigated numericallly with codess M3D-K,
MEGA, aand GYCAVA
A in EAST tokamak. Firstlyy, hybrid simu
ulations with the
t global kinnetic- MHD co
ode M3DK have bbeen carried out
o to investig
gate the beam--driven fishbo
one in EAST experiment. L
Linear simulattion result
shows a low frequenncy fishbone instability drriven by trapp
ped beam ion
ns via precesssional resonaance. The
simulatedd fishbone frrequency and
d mode structture agree well
w
with expeerimental meeasurements. Nonlinear
N
simulatioons show thaat the frequen
ncy of the fisshbone chirps up and dow
wn with corrresponding ho
ole-clump
structure formation annd movement in the phase sspace. The no
onlinear evolution of frequeency chirping and holeclump movement agreees with Berk–
–Breizman ho le-clump theo
ory. Furthermo
ore, a high freequency BAE is excited
during thhe nonlinear evolution.
e
Seccondly, two kkinetic-MHD codes MEGA
A and M3D-K
K, have been applied
a
to
study fasst ion driven TAEs
T
in EAS
ST tokamak. P
Parameter scaans show good agreement bbetween the two
t
codes
with resppect to the deependence of the TAE grow
wth rate and the real frequ
uency on the fast ions on--axis beta,
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injection beam energy and central pitch angle parameter. The analysis of the resonant interaction between the
TAE and fast ions shows that the TAE exchanges energy with the co-current passing particles with parallel
velocity equaling to 1/3 or 1/5 of the Alfvén speed on the magnetic axis. In addition, the TAE destabilized by
the counter-current passing ions is also analyzed and found to have much smaller growth rate than that of the cocurrent fast ions driven TAE. Thirdly, the effects of RMPs on the loss and heat load of fast ions are investigated
numerically by the orbit following code GYCAVA for EAST tokamak. The loss fraction increases when the
RMP coil current increases. Without RMPs, the initial positions of lost fast ions are near the edge on the high
field side. However, the initial positions of lost fast ions are located near the edge on both the low and high field
side with RMPs, and the fraction of lost fast ions initially deposited near the low field side increases when the
RMP coil current becomes larger. The heat loads distributed in the poloidal and toroidal angels are investigated,
and it is found that the poloidal distributions of the heat loads are very local and manly located near the upper
divertor and on the outer wall above the mid-plane. Without RMPs, the toroidal distributions of the heat loads
are relatively uniform. With RMPs, the heat load is mainly on the outer wall above the mid-plane with
maximum value around toroidal angel equaling 200°. These results would provide guidance for future EAST
experiments.
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